1. Introduction. Let M n be a closed, oriented, C 00 w-manifold, and let X be a compact C°° submanifold of M n of codimension zero. Diff(M" n , X) is the group of diffeomorphisms M n ->M n that preserve orientation and fix each point of X. In [l] and [2] , we show that the homotopy groups 7Ti(Diff(ikf n , X)) are nontrivial for certain i, M n and X. From this we deduce that Diff 0 (Af n , X), the identity component of Diff(M n t X), has nonfinite homotopy type in certain cases. In this announcement, we describe machinery, of interest in its own right, that allows us to sharpen and extend some of the results of [2] . A detailed exposition will appear elsewhere.
2. Concordance-homotopy groups of geometric automorphism groups. Say that a self-map f:Z->Z has compact support if it coincides with the identity outside some compact subset of Z. Homotopy classes in 7r t (Diff(M n , X)), i^O, may be represented by compactly supported, C°° bundle equivalences (M n -X) XR i -^{M n -X) XR l over the Euclidean space R\ Homotopies may be described similarly as certain bundle equivalences over R*X [0, l]. If we weaken these notions by not requiring that the R { (or JR*X [0, l]) parameters be preserved, then we obtain a "concordance-homotopy group" which we denote by 7r t (5)tff ; M n rel X). This group is also described in [2], Here, ©iff denotes the category of oriented, C 00 manifolds and orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms.
We may extend this definition directly to the categories (?£ ( = PL manifolds and PL isomorphisms), £op ( = topological manifolds and homeomorphisms), and 3C ( = topological manifolds and homotopy equivalences), in which all manifolds are oriented and all maps preserve orientation. Similarly, using Euclidean half-spaces, we may de- [12] are needed to define the maps (and the relative groups). In this case we assume that the C 00 manifold M n has been endowed with a PL structure via a smooth triangulation. We shall assume the standard notation of homotopy theory. Corresponding to each category OE = ©iff, <?<£, Sop, or 3C, there is a "stable group" A=0, PL, Top, G. We use these in the statement of our next result: « Z 2 , * = 2, PROOF. Part (b) follows immediately from (a), 3.2, and the Exactness Theorem. To prove (a), we may refer to the sequence in 2.3(b), and calculate the desired result exactly as in [7] , or we simply combine remark 2.4(b) with the results of [7] : these results give (a) with 7T» replaced by S. Q.E.D.
Now let e:Dl->M n -X be an orientation-preserving C°° embedding and define p:(M, X)-*(S n , D\) to be the composite 
where IT is any map of pairs coinciding with e~l on image e. Clearly p has degree one. Then, essentially by conjugating with p, we obtain a homomorphism p* from the ((B, ©iff)-sequence for ( This result follows easily from 2.3(a) and (b) together with the following lemma. has been denoted by r#i +1 by Gromoll [4] . In [l, 
